Rokeby Remote working for students
Week 7 beginning 04/05/2020

Subject: ART

Work for the equivalent teaching time in a week eg 4 hours for each of English,
maths and science

Details of work to be completed
Learning platform eg Seneca, Bedrock, mymaths,
Year
GCSEpod etc
group Work differentiated by set/tier of entry as
appropriate
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Op Art Lesson 2:
Draw a cup or hand using Op Art techniques.
CHALLENGE: Draw two objects one behind the other using the Op Art technique.

Now you have analysed the work of Jess Albert, create a copy of one of her artworks.
Find more examples on google.
You can use whatever medium you have to hand to create one of her hybrid bugs.

You will study the work of Roy Lichtenstein.
Create an artist analysis on power point or google slides. Find examples of his work to
discuss in detail within your artist analysis.

Mrs Roberts class:
Now you have studied the work of John Kenn, create a response using your own
creature in an everyday setting. Use the guide on SMHW as an example. Use biro or
fine liner to create your response.
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Ms Mishra’s class:
Hour one: Research and create an artist analysis page on MCM. Use the question
sheet and keywords given on the worksheet on SMHW/ google classroom. Double
Hour two and three: Using the images you took for MCM previous work and taking
more images of everyday objects create a digital collage using the app 'PAPER'. This
app works on mobile and tablets. Arrange your images to form an interesting collage.
You can explore the app further and see what it can do for your collage.
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Continue to work on the task set last week, or you can made any final pieces of
AO1,2,3 evidence for your unit one or two work. Remember you must always upload
work on google class to ensure it is counted when marking coursework.

